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Taronga Field Conservation Grants 
 
Principles of Funding 
Field Projects will be selected using the criteria listed below, but only after the 
following principles have been accepted; if any one of these principles cannot be 
satisfied, then the institution should consider very carefully whether the project 
should be undertaken at all. 
 

1. Only projects that demonstrate measurable conservation outcomes in the field will be 
supported.  Projects with an education component are strongly encouraged but 
measurable outcomes must relate to the species/habitat impact expected rather than 
community impact alone. 

2. Projects must consider the implications of climate change effects on the success of their 
project 

3. Project applications will specify a defined period of participation or support from Taronga 
zoos. 

4. It is understood that in situ conservation projects do not need to have captive 
breeding/management components, nor that the focal/target species need to necessarily 
be held in zoos. 

5. Where in situ conservation projects involve reintroduction or relocation, such processes 
must be endorsed by relevant government bodies and adhere to all relevant policies and 
conventions governing the movement and reintroduction of animals and plants, and their 
component parts established by the IUCN (Reintroduction Guidelines and Position 
Statement on Translocation of Living Organisms), CITES and IATA. 

6. Humane treatment must be a priority for all animals impacted as part of this project and 
captive populations must be held in conditions considered acceptable by ZAA. 

7. Taronga recognises the importance of sensitive integration of wildlife conservation goals 
and human needs in successful in situ conservation programs. 

8. No project should present an unreasonable level of risk to participant safety, project 
financial stability or reputation. 

9. Projects and their personnel must adhere to all laws of the country in which the project is 
undertaken. 

 
All applicants should note that applications of less than $10,000 have a greater chance of 
success.  If funds requested exceed this amount, a modular budget should be presented with 
clear priorities for funding by the Taronga Foundation, and their expected outcome.   
 
All funds should be requested in Australian dollars. 
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Field Conservation Grant Proposal Application 
 

Project Title. 120 CHARACTERS MAXIMUM 
  

Name(s) of project leaders and organisation and contact details 

Name Email Organisation 
      

      
      
      

Please indicate whether the applicant/organisation is a registered charity, business entity or non-profit 
organisation. 

  

Budget summary (in Australian dollars) 

Total project budget   

Funds sought from Taronga Foundation   

Period of support requested   
  Project summary stating the purpose, methods and expected conservation impact of work in lay terms. 1200 
CHARACTERS MAXIMUM 

  

 
 
 

1. The following questions are based on the specific criteria that will be used to assess each project.  Please 
answer each question, providing examples and evidence of how the project meets each criterion 
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a) Please describe the expected measurable conservation benefits of your Project and how they address i) 
key threatening process and ii) population and habitat viability? Successful applications will state clear outcomes 
achievable within the stated time frames.  All programme goals should specifically address primary threatening processes and be 
measured in terms of biological processes. 2000 CHARACTERS MAXIMUM.  
  

b) Describe the expected conservation scope of the Project.  i.e. does it impact at a population, species, 
habitat, ecosystem or global level? High scoring projects will accurately describe how the project will positively impact multiple 
species or ecosystems; e.g. through removal of significant threatening process, or amelioration of global issues such as climate change. 
1000 CHARACTERS MAXIMUM. 
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c) Describe the project design and how this will logically lead to the stated expected outcomes.  
Successful applications will demonstrate that the project has a high likelihood of success because: 
· The proposed actions are directly related, and/or have the capacity to bring about the desired outcome, taking into account origin or 
threat, geographic location & relationship to the threatening processes; 
· The effects of climate change have been considered, and if the target area and species are at the border of changing climate bands, this 
has been incorporated into the design;  
· The methods proposed are likely to be successful, as they have considered the social, cultural or political context of the project;  
· Possible pitfalls have been considered and appropriate contingency actions considered; and  
. The project is linked to previously identified regional or global conservation priorities. 2000 CHARACTERS MAXIMUM. 

  

d) What is the expertise and track record of partners in effecting conservation outcomes?  
Successful applications will provide details of expertise and documented evidence of success in similar projects, taking into account sector 
expertise and history within the regions. 500 CHARACTERS MAXIMUM. 
  

e) Describe the anticipated scenario if action is delayed or no action is taken.  
High scoring projects will provide evidence that the project is necessary and clearly urgent – there is an opportunity that is time sensitive, 
or the situation will worsen significantly if the project is not put into action now. 1000 CHARACTERS MAXIMUM. 
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f) How long will the project continue to deliver benefits and what is the required ongoing input?  
High scoring projects will demonstrate that benefits will be long lived or that there is a clear strategy for developing the capacity of local 
stakeholders to continue into the future with little ongoing input. 500 CHARACTERS MAXIMUM. 

  
g) Is the project embedded into the local community and governments, does it incorporate capacity building 
into the plan, and have buy in from governing bodies?  
Successful applications will provide evidence that there are working teams on the ground which include a high proportion of local staff, 
with a clear goal of building capacity, and the project has well-developed working relationships at all levels within the region, from local 
villages through to government agencies. 500 CHARACTERS MAXIMUM. 

  

h) Is Taronga funding sufficient for the overall success of the project?  
Successful applicants will demonstrate that funding for the project, aside from requested involvement by Taronga zoos, is either not 
necessary or is secured. 500 CHARACTERS MAXIMUM. 

  

 

Other Benefits  
These questions do not increase the conservation benefit score of your project but may influence the final decision between 
two high scoring projects; we encourage you to contact Taronga or other zoos to determine if your project can contribute to 
these issues.  
i) Are there educational and awareness raising opportunities with species managed in Taronga zoos?  
Funding chances may be increased if the target species is held in one or both of Taronga’s zoos. This may provide an increased 
opportunity for Taronga to deliver educational content and provides a broader platform of communication opportunities through 
Taronga’s zoo interpretive team and capital project interpretations, thereby engaging and involving a wider audience in the project. 400 
CHARACTERS MAXIMUM. 
  

j) Does participation of Taronga or other ZAA institutions add value to the project, or are there development 
opportunities for Taronga staff?   
It may increase the chance of funding if it matches the skill base of Taronga or ZAA staff or if there are opportunities for staff involvement 
and skill development. 400 CHARACTERS MAXIMUM. 
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2. Budget table (use template): include any funds from other sources, and clearly indicate priority items.  A 
timeline and work plan should accompany the budget. 

Item Cost Source of funding (*Secured) 

      

      
      
      

      
      
      

   
   
   

   
      
      

      
      
      

Project Total     
Total sought     

  3. Please provide details of how the support of the Taronga Foundation would be acknowledged. 
200 CHARACTERS MAXIMUM 
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Additional information is not necessary but may be provided that will not count towards the 
page limit: 

a) Curriculum vitae of project leaders (maximum of 2 pages each) 
b) Letters of reference, recommendation and collaboration 
c) Copies of permits (if applicable) 

 
Proposal Review and Timeline 
Project applications will be reviewed by the Taronga Conservation Committee which is comprised 
of conservation staff from many divisions.  If the geographic or scientific area of a proposal falls 
outside of the area of expertise of the committee, external advisors will be called on to review 
the application and advise the committee.  All applications must be submitted electronically to 

Dr. Monique Van Sluys 
Conservation and Recovery Programs 
Taronga Conservation Society Australia 
fieldgrants@zoo.nsw.gov.au  
 
The deadline for proposal submission is 5pm 31 July 2019 Australian Eastern Standard Time.  No 
late proposals will be considered.  The review panel will be convened by late September and we 
aim to have final decisions sent to all applicants by late October. 
 
Please ensure that all contact details are correct as this is how we will contact you to notify you 
of successful funding.  We regret that due to the number of applications unsuccessful applicants 
will not be notified. 
 
Definitions for Terms in Field Project Criteria 
Conservation outcomes: outcomes that directly benefit the conservation status of a species or 
ecosystem, ie. protection of habitat; increased protection of the target/focal species. Activities 
such as education, research or planning may contribute to achieving conservation outcomes, but 
are not conservation outcomes themselves. It is very important that the outcomes are 
measurable in ecological terms. 
 
Ecosystem: a community of organisms, the environment within which they live and interact, and 
their interactions (ie. decomposition, nutrient release, etc.). 
 
In situ wildlife conservation: in the field, as distinct from in captivity. Usually also relates to 
activity within the range or future range of the focal/target species. 
 
Threatening processes: processes or activities that threaten wildlife, habitats or ecosystems, e.g. 
habitat loss, climate change, hunting/poaching, introduced species, pollution and identified 
diseases. 

mailto:fieldgrants@zoo.nsw.gov.au

	Definitions for Terms in Field Project Criteria

	1  Page: 
	Project Title 120 CHARACTERS MAXIMUMRow1: Sea Turtles In Peril: Promoting Community Led Sea Turtle Conservation in Ghana's Coastal Landscape
	Names of project leaders and organisation and contact details: 
	NameRow1: Abdullah Hamza
	EmailRow1: abarkahamza@agrointroductionsgh.org
	OrganisationRow1: Agrointroductions Ghana
	NameRow2: Stephen Ofori
	EmailRow2: sofori@agrointroductionsgh.org
	OrganisationRow2: Agrointroductions Ghana
	NameRow3: Anthony Danquah
	EmailRow3: tonydanquah@agrointroductionsgh.org
	OrganisationRow3: Agrointroductions Ghana
	NameRow4: 
	EmailRow4: 
	OrganisationRow4: 
	Please indicate whether the applicantorganisation is a registered charity business entity or nonprofit organisationRow1: Agrointroductions Ghana (AiG) is duly registered in Ghana by the Registrar General Department as a non governmental, non profit organization
	Budget summary in Australian dollars: 
	Total project budget: 18,950
	Funds sought from Taronga Foundation: 9,950
	Period of support requested: 12 months
	Project summary stating the purpose methods and expected conservation impact of work in lay terms 1200 CHARACTERS MAXIMUMRow1: Ghana’s western coast remains a major nesting site for sea turtles; Leatherback (Dermochelys coriacea), Olive Ridley (Lepidochelys olivacea), and Green (Chelonia mydas), in West Africa. Unfortunately, hunting of nesting females, collecting eggs, nest predation by free range pigs, dreadful plastic pollution and artisanal by-catch is greatly threatening survival of the species. A swift decline in their population is evidenced in the reducing number of nesting females recorded annually. This project is timely launched to contribute to the conservation of the IUCN threatened sea turtles. The method of approach to this project is a community led initiative to improve turtle survival and habitat restoration through; 1. Assessment and mapping of nesting sites to enable nest protection and bio monitoring patrols. 2. Community capacity building/skills development on turtle conservation. 3. Behavioral change education/sensitization. 4. Reclamation of degraded/polluted habitats. 5. Creation of a Community Resource Management Area (CREMA).The project will enhance the protection of nesting turtles and maximize the recruitment of hatchlings into the diminished Southern Atlantic populations.
	2  Page: 
	a Please describe the expected measurable conservation benefits of your Project and how they address i key threatening process and ii population and habitat viability Successful applications will state clear outcomes achievable within the stated time frames All programme goals should specifically address primary threatening processes and be measured in terms of biological processes 2000 CHARACTERS MAXIMUMRow1: 1. Increased technical capacity of communities in turtle conservation. This will reduce the lack of skill in protecting sea turtles and improve turtle populations and habitat.2. Improved community awareness, attitudinal and behavioral change. This will eliminate unsustainable anthropological activities such as turtle by-catch, egg collection, plastic pollution and mangrove harvesting among others which are primary threatening processes and hampering turtle survival. The improvement of community awareness will elicit an improvement in turtle populations as well as improved habitat conditions through attitudinal changes that shift adverse behaviors/practices which impedes on turtle conservation and habitat preservation.3. Improved eco tourism gains and increased community incomes. Improved household incomes through proceeds realized from community turtle ecotourism will be an incentive to solicit or trigger community stewardship for turtle conservation and habitat protection. In effect, threatening processes such as deliberate hunting, collection of eggs, plastic pollution among others will be minimized if not completely eliminated. It will also solicit a concerted effort for the protection of turtle populations and their habitat.4. Reclamation of degraded coastal habitats. Hectares of coastal habitats will be restored using mangrove, palm fronts and other indigenous tree species. This will advance carbon sequestration and mitigate global climate change which is a major threatening process. Restored and secured core habitat areas will improve turtle landings and nesting which will ultimately improve turtle hatchling recruitment and by extension population.5. Increased environmental integrity. Pro environmental consciousness (avoiding practices that harm the environment) within the community will challenge threatening processes like plastic pollution and climate change whilst promoting the conservation and protection of target species and their habitats. 
	b Describe the expected conservation scope of the Project ie does it impact at a population species habitat ecosystem or global level High scoring projects will accurately describe how the project will positively impact multiple species or ecosystems eg through removal of significant threatening process or amelioration of global issues such as climate change 1000 CHARACTERS MAXIMUMRow1: Jomoro coastal landscape (JCL) with an area of 1,344 kilometers square and a long coastal stretch has a number of wetlands and forest ecosystems including Amanzule, Beyin, Dormuli and Aby wetlands. Amanzule is the only known intact swamp peat forest in Ghana. These wetlands have intact mangrove and forest with an estuary and is inhabited by several species of monkeys, crocodiles, marine turtles, fishes and birds. The project targets turtle species (IUCN endangered) conservation occurring along the coasts of the chosen communities with an ultimate aim of shoring up the diminished Southern Atlantic populations. By extension, the project advances a Community Resource Management Area (CREMA) approach for the protection and conservation of the entire Jomoro Coastal Landscape which hosts several species of flora and fauna some of which are IUCN endangered.On the global level, the project addresses significant threatening processes including climate change and plastic pollution. 
	3  Page: b
	c Describe the project design and how this will logically lead to the stated expected outcomes Successful applications will demonstrate that the project has a high likelihood of success because  The proposed actions are directly related andor have the capacity to bring about the desired outcome taking into account origin or threat geographic location  relationship to the threatening processes  The effects of climate change have been considered and if the target area and species are at the border of changing climate bands this has been incorporated into the design  The methods proposed are likely to be successful as they have considered the social cultural or political context of the project  Possible pitfalls have been considered and appropriate contingency actions considered and  The project is linked to previously identified regional or global conservation priorities 2000 CHARACTERS MAXIMUMRow1: The project is designed with inputs from local community and other stakeholders and is tandem with the sociocultural values as well as reflective of Ghana's Biodiversity conservation targets.1.Training and capacity building workshops for selected community members on ecological surveys, bio-monitoring techniques and species inventory. Some of the specific training activities will focus on turtle ecology, behavior, population dynamics, numbers and distribution, and similar for other flagship species. This will increase the technical proficiency for turtle conservation among local folks.2.Community led assessment and mapping of nesting sites. The project will strategically employ the use of pebble distribution method as a triangulation procedure to solicit validation of nesting sites from fishermen, community members and other stakeholders. This will address information gaps concerning turtle habitats and population dynamics, Knowledge of the location of nesting beaches, feeding habitats as well as degraded habitats.3. Mounting of anti-predator meshing to provide secured protection of nests for improved hatchling recruitment into the ocean.4. Reclamation of degraded areas through regular beach clean ups and revegetation using mangrove, palm, etc.5. Sensitize and educate communities through the use of local radio, community outreaches, door to door campaigns, school visits and community durbars. The project will employ the use of innovative art codes such as drama, poetry, songs, art and craft to solicit public attention and court sympathy to ultimately shift attitudes and behaviors for nature conservation. This also sensitizes communities on human activities that promote threatening processes like climate change, biodiversity loss, plastic pollution etc.6. Creation of a CREMA committee for the JCL. The CREMA solicits collaborative resource management and devolves the management of the project and JCL for improved wildlife conservation and eco tourism harnessing.
	d What is the expertise and track record of partners in effecting conservation outcomes Successful applications will provide details of expertise and documented evidence of success in similar projects taking into account sector expertise and history within the regions 500 CHARACTERS MAXIMUMRow1: AiG has 10 years experience in managing wildlife and nature conservation projects with local communities in Ghana It has collaborated with IUCN PACO, UNDP Global Environment Facility Small Grants Program, Prince Benhard Nature Fund, New England Biolabs Foundation, Cultural Survival, Adaptation Fund among other international organizations to advance various wildlife projects. The organization wields the required professional experience, technical proficiency and expertise to manage projects.
	e Describe the anticipated scenario if action is delayed or no action is taken High scoring projects will provide evidence that the project is necessary and clearly urgent  there is an opportunity that is time sensitive or the situation will worsen significantly if the project is not put into action now 1000 CHARACTERS MAXIMUMRow1: Threatening processes such as climate change, biodiversity loss and plastic pollution are major global challenges to environmental integrity and sustainable development. The effects of unsustainable human activities such as plastic pollution, forest extraction, turtle hunting, egg collection among others are already evident in the JCL. These unsustainable practices have festered for too long a time which have seen reduced turtle nesting recorded in the JCL in the last couple of years. Yet, the situation continues unabated and a delay or suspension of this all important intervention will not only curtail the survivorship and subsequent proliferation of the Southern Atlantic Population of turtles, but will also significantly affect biological diversity of global importance within the JCL and beyond the borders of Ghana. The intervention is thus timely launched to address the identified challenges threatening wildlife species of global importance.
	4  Page: 
	f How long will the project continue to deliver benefits and what is the required ongoing input High scoring projects will demonstrate that benefits will be long lived or that there is a clear strategy for developing the capacity of local stakeholders to continue into the future with little ongoing input 500 CHARACTERS MAXIMUMRow1: The project spans a period of 12 months. However, the benefits created by the project will be sustained through the long term. This will be achieved through the increased built capacities of communities and more importantly the institution of the CREMA approach which devolves natural resource management to local communities. The community led approach employed by the project implores inclusive community participation and ownership which ensures the sustenance of benefits over the long term. 
	g Is the project embedded into the local community and governments does it incorporate capacity building into the plan and have buy in from governing bodies Successful applications will provide evidence that there are working teams on the ground which include a high proportion of local staff with a clear goal of building capacity and the project has welldeveloped working relationships at all levels within the region from local villages through to government agencies 500 CHARACTERS MAXIMUMRow1: The project is designed in consultation with the local communities involved as well as government bodies including the Wildlife Division and the Jomoro District Assembly. This was essential to incorporate social, cultural and environmental safeguards of local communities and conservation and biodiversity targets of the local government. The project promotes inclusive participation and capacity building. Project management team includes local leaders and representatives from government agencies.
	h Is Taronga funding sufficient for the overall success of the project Successful applicants will demonstrate that funding for the project aside from requested involvement by Taronga zoos is either not necessary or is secured 500 CHARACTERS MAXIMUMRow1: The organization has secured a small grant from Prince Benhard Nature Fund (6,580 AU$ plus 2,420 AU$ from AiG) which is not sufficient on its own to advance the implementation of the proposed project. A major funding award from Taronga foundation will therefore bolster the financial resources in dire need to comprehensively execute the project in a concise, effective and efficient manner.
	i Are there educational and awareness raising opportunities with species managed in Taronga zoos Funding chances may be increased if the target species is held in one or both of Tarongas zoos This may provide an increased opportunity for Taronga to deliver educational content and provides a broader platform of communication opportunities through Tarongas zoo interpretive team and capital project interpretations thereby engaging and involving a wider audience in the project 400 CHARACTERS MAXIMUMRow1: A major component of the project includes education and awareness creation on sea turtle conservation. The 3 target species of turtles under the project are held and managed in Taronga Zoos. AiG expresses profound interest and solicits the collaboration of Taronga to provide educational content and other communication opportunities for the success of the proposed project.
	j Does participation of Taronga or other ZAA institutions add value to the project or are there development opportunities for Taronga staff It may increase the chance of funding if it matches the skill base of Taronga or ZAA staff or if there are opportunities for staff involvement and skill development 400 CHARACTERS MAXIMUMRow1: Participation of Taronga will add immense value to the project given the wealth of knowledge and experience they wield in wildlife management. There also exists opportunities for staff involvement and skill development as AiG employs an indigenous community led approach to wildlife conservation. An integrated approach that may provide new lessons, knowledge, ideas and experiences for Taronga staff
	ItemRow1: Community entry & project launching with stakeholders
	CostRow1: 350
	Source of funding SecuredRow1: 180
	ItemRow2: Periodic stakeholder consultative meetings
	CostRow2: 635
	Source of funding SecuredRow2: 280
	ItemRow3: Formation and training of project management team 
	CostRow3: 472
	Source of funding SecuredRow3: 180
	ItemRow4: Project reconnaissance surveys and data collection 
	CostRow4: 400
	Source of funding SecuredRow4: 180
	ItemRow5: Conservation training workshops for community members 
	CostRow5: 1,600
	Source of funding SecuredRow5: 700
	ItemRow6: Assessment and mapping of nesting sites and degraded areas
	CostRow6: 400
	Source of funding SecuredRow6: 150
	ItemRow7: Mounting of Anti predator meshing and Bio monitoring of nesting sites, 
	CostRow7: 1,410
	Source of funding SecuredRow7: 500
	ItemRow8: Mangrove/tree nursery establishment and replanting
	CostRow8: 1,800
	Source of funding SecuredRow8: 550
	ItemRow9: Education, sensitization and awareness creation campaigns 
	CostRow9: 2,490
	Source of funding SecuredRow9: 780
	ItemRow10: Equipment/supplies gps, camera traps, binoculars, headlamps,etc
	CostRow10: 2,300
	Source of funding SecuredRow10: 1,000
	ItemRow11: periodic communal beach clean ups in target communities
	CostRow11: 620
	Source of funding SecuredRow11: 250
	ItemRow12: project visibility and media promotion
	CostRow12: 367
	Source of funding SecuredRow12: 150
	ItemRow13: Formation of CREMA committee and logistics support
	CostRow13: 950
	Source of funding SecuredRow13: 400
	ItemRow14: Honorarium and allowances for project management team
	CostRow14: 2,686
	Source of funding SecuredRow14: 2,600
	ItemRow15: project administrative costs
	CostRow15: 1,620
	Source of funding SecuredRow15: 800
	ItemRow16: Monitoring, evaluation and reporting
	CostRow16: 850
	Source of funding SecuredRow16: 300
	CostProject Total: 18,950
	Source of funding SecuredProject Total: 
	CostTotal sought: 9,950
	Source of funding SecuredTotal sought: 
	3 Please provide details of how the support of the Taronga Foundation would be acknowledged 200 CHARACTERS MAXIMUMRow1: It will be acknowledged on project visibility platforms such as radio shows, print media, sign posts, NGO website, social media. Acknowledgment in articles and scientific papers on the project.
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